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“INSPIRIT WITH
RASHMI AIYAPPA’’

New destinations were added to the ‘Aashwasan on
Wings’ initiative. After touching lives in India and
Malaysia,
Aashwasan
travelled to yet another
exciting
destination,
the United States of
America.

discoveries and techniques which transform lives by restoring the
original body-mind-soul mechanism in life forms.

movement facilitating an inner
journey of transformation.

As

people take this journey, dreams
become reality, diseases find
solutions, possibilities emerge
and

roadblocks

change

into

opportunities. The source of
this revolution is the Spiritual
Scientist and Social Innovator,
Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa who is

and

present there.
At the India Community Center in Milpitas, the evening was filled
with humor and candid sharings, questions long-held within found
answers as participants brought out their deepmost life experiences.
Participants became aware of their deeply held belief systems as new
paradigms and newer ways of being emerged.

It is the meeting of minds and hearts which happened in all the cities
that left a mark on people from all walks of life as they participated
in the ‘Inspirit’ events. Every place had its unique essence and every
space had its unique experience.
In New York City, the participants and patrons of Aashwasan took a
deep inner journey where they shared the emotions and experiences
close to their hearts. The participants felt grateful that they could
Aiyappa. Sonia Nagpal, the founder of ‘Dissdash’, interviewed

Warmly welcomed in Saratoga, Aashwasan facilitated yet another
opportunity for people to experience the space of ‘Inspirit with Rashmi
Aiyappa’. A profound sense of Oneness was experienced by people
who connected to the core of their being.
Back in New York again, Aashwasan conducted yet another, much
awaited event of “Inspirit with Rashmi Aiyappa” at Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan on August 11, 2018. People opened up about their inner lives
and felt as though they found an opportunity to start all over again. As
they felt hope once again, they made promises to better one’s life and
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and California, Aashwasan
created profound impact in
all the lives that were met. By
creating unconditional spaces
for people who gathered for
varied objectives of their
own as well as a common
vision for the world, many
people
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that
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Rashmi Aiyappa to get the message of hope out to people. Moved by
the ‘Aashwasan On Wings’ initiative, she volunteered to help with
another event in New York.

To participate in the series “Inspirit with Rashmi Aiyappa”
or to form a collaboration with Aashwasan:
USA - Phone : +646 462 4232
India - Mob: +91 9731301014/17/20
Contact us via email: info@aashwasan.com
Visit us at www.aashwasan.com
Connect with us on www.facebook.com/aashwasan
Follow us on www.youtube.com/aashwasan

